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Abstract:
Large-scale transformations of agile ways of working have received more attention in the industry in recent years. Some organizations have developed their own solutions for scaling, whereas many have chosen trademarked frameworks. In large-scale agile software development, many developers and development teams carry out work simultaneously. When autonomous teams need to coordinate toward a common goal, they must sacrifice some level of autonomy. Development, testing, and integrations need to be coordinated with other teams and aligned with an organization’s programs or portfolio. Through the conducting of 28 interviews and 17 on-site visits, this multiple case study explored how team autonomy changed in three agile software development organizations that implemented the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe). The positive changes to team autonomy that they experienced as a result included getting a better overview, making better long-term decisions, giving and receiving help, and signaling limitations. We found two negative impacts on team autonomy: limited feature choice and enforced refinement. The study extends previous research on large-scale agile software development and improves our understanding of impacts on team autonomy.
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1. Introduction

Since agile was introduced more than 20 years ago, it has become highly popular in not only small organizations but also larger organizations [1]. Today, the term “large-scale agile” is used to refer to agile practices and methods used beyond a single development team both at the inter-team and the organizational level [1]. In large-scale agile software development (ASD) settings, where several teams cooperate toward a common goal, new problems arise, such as dealing with dependencies between activities and ensuring shared goals between teams [1]. Typically, a software development team needs to coordinate with other teams regarding the constraints of, for example, requirements, testing, and integration [2]. These dependencies may limit the amount of autonomy and empowerment of the individual team. Therefore, the need to coordinate work processes with the rest of the organization reduces team autonomy [3]. A project is often part of a larger set of development projects, which requires feature delivery to be coordinated across teams. Thus, when self-organizing teams work together in such a setting, some level of autonomy needs to be sacrificed [4].

The balance between the benefits of autonomous, empowered teams and coordinated efforts toward a common goal is an important problem to solve for today’s software industry [5]. Practices for inter-team coordination have been proposed in the agile community to reduce the negative impacts of agile while also maintaining the positive impacts of teamwork stemming from agile ways of working [5]. These practices include, for example, scheduled and unscheduled meetings, as well as the use of shared visualization tools [6]. Moreover, many organizations use large-scale agile frameworks that come with pre-determined coordination practices and tools aimed at improving the inter-team coordination of software development. Many such frameworks are available, and among these, the most commonly adopted framework for large-scale agile today is, by far, the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) [7].

SAFe, however, has been criticized for the risk of delimiting autonomy for a single team [8, 9]. Limiting team autonomy could negatively impact teamwork and the team’s performance, but these impacts have not been investigated much in large-scale ASD [10]. Based on the importance of team autonomy in large-scale ASD, the purpose of this study was to explore the impacts of scaling up agile ways of working on team autonomy. The research question of this study was formulated as follows:

How does team autonomy change when a large-scale agile framework is implemented?

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, background information on autonomous agile teams and large-scale agile is presented. In Section 3, the research method is described. Section 4 presents results from the multiple-case study of three large-scale agile software development implementations. These findings are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents key findings from the study.

2. Agile software development and team autonomy

2.1. Team autonomy in large-scale agile

The term “agile” refers to iterative and incremental practices stemming from a set of values and practices guiding modern approaches to software development. At the core of agile lies the notion of a self-managing team that has the autonomy to decide which practices are used and when to develop a software product [11]. Autonomous teams are defined as teams that have authority over their own work and have responsibility for aspects such as task assignment, planning, and scheduling [12]. In other words, these are teams that have the autonomy to decide which tasks to work on, when, and how.

Studies on team autonomy present several benefits for team members. Research has shown that highly autonomous teams are also more productive, are more creative, and have higher levels of team satisfaction and team commitment [13, 14]. A high level of team autonomy has also been related to higher levels of employee motivation and job satisfaction [15], as well as lower levels of stress [16]. According to the notion of team autonomy in the agile manifesto, self-organizing teams are the source of “the best architectures, requirements, and designs” [17].
However, scaling up agile software development also requires increased coordination needs. A larger software product often has a more complex architecture and code base, and many teams contribute to developing the overall product. This introduces dependencies, which need to be managed [18].

2.2. The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)

Many organizations use large-scale development frameworks to manage inter-team development challenges while at the same time ensuring some level of agility in the development process. Among these, SAFe is a popular commercial framework [7]. SAFe is intended to guide enterprises in scaling lean and agile practices by suggesting principles, organizational structure, and workflow patterns promoting alignment and collaboration. The framework describes agile ways of working on different levels, starting from the team level to the program level, portfolio level, and organizational level [19]. In addition, more roles are suggested on different levels. Two of these additional roles on the program level are the system architect, who coordinates architectural decisions, and the release train engineer (RTE), who coordinates a cluster of teams working together, known as the agile release train [19].

SAFe provides a range of inter-team coordination practices within an agile release train [19]. These inter-team practices include product increment (PI) planning meetings, Scrum of Scrums, and the use of a program board. The PI planning practice consists of a two-day workshop involving all teams and stakeholders who produce a release plan spanning eight to twelve weeks. The Scrum of Scrums practice is a face-to-face coordination meeting between representatives from each team performed several times per week. Finally, the program board visualizes dependencies between teams, both within the agile release train and external dependencies. The program board is produced during PI planning and is often updated in Scrum of Scrums meetings [19].

Recent reviews show that among studies on large-scale agile, SAFe has received the most research attention compared with other large-scale frameworks or studies of large-scale hybrid practices [10, 20, 21].

2.3. Threats to team autonomy in large-scale agile

When several agile teams cooperate toward a common goal, problems arise, such as dealing with dependencies between activities and ensuring shared goals between teams [18]. For example, an ASD team needs to coordinate with other ASD teams when it comes to the constraints of requirements, testing, and integration [2], and it cannot have full authority over all aspects of the work as a single team can [22]. However, coordination across teams has been identified as a major obstacle to large-scale agile’s success [1, 20]. Coordination can be defined as the management of dependencies [23] achieved through the use of various mechanisms and practices aimed at resolving these dependencies. Coordination has received much research attention in the agile community [4, 21]. For example, a theory of coordination in co-located ASD teams has been developed, proposing that agile development tools and practices, such as stand-up meetings, backlogs, and team wallboards, contribute to coordination effectiveness within ASD teams [24]. However, in large-scale agile, the need for coordination between teams introduces more and different coordination mechanisms, such as the use of inter-team meetings and roles to ensure a shared overview across teams [25].

Without inter-team coordination, teams might be autonomous but ineffective [26]. For example, Moe et al. [22] describe the case of an ASD team that shielded itself by participating only in activities that it considered to be necessary for the team to take part in. If this prevents a single ASD team from being coordinated with overall plans and goals, it will affect other teams and deliverables. Still, introducing shared goals, activities, and processes is a threat to team autonomy, which is the key to agile ways of working [22].

Along with other teams, decisions from other roles affect a single ASD team. When a large-scale agile framework is implemented, new roles are often introduced, such as those of product managers or architects [27]. The product manager prioritizes the requirements that the teams and architects must develop to clarify the indented technical direction [27]. Dingsøyr et al. [28] present in their study that the added roles lead to less autonomy for the team. However, this cooperation with surrounding roles is important for the team. In a study by Hoda and Murugesan [29], they present how a lack of clarity leads to a team’s incomplete understanding of requirements, which leads to cascading problems, such as inaccurate estimation and possible rework.
An aspect of role interference related to requirements is goal setting and creating a shared vision. The ability to create a shared vision has been shown in research to be a key to success in software development since the beginning of the 1990s [30]. The importance of a clear, shared vision is also confirmed in recent studies on ASD teams at Spotify [31], and in a study on coordination in large-scale distributed ASD [32]. However, having a shared vision does not always happen as Moe et al. [22] describe in a study on a large-scale ASD transformation, where higher-level managers often defined goals that were not always seen as relevant or successfully communicated to the team. Defined goals were often treated the same as deadlines or deliverables and were not coordinated with other teams or with the rest of the organization.

Another threat to team autonomy is when external stakeholders steal resources [33]. For example, this could occur when customers or managers from various organizational departments approach developers directly with unrelated tasks and disrupt the work that teams are originally assigned to do. In such a situation, team autonomy is reduced [34, 15].

Finally, the large-scale frameworks may in themselves limit autonomy, as the need for structure at the inter-team level may come at the expense of individual team autonomy. For example, in organizations using SAFe, teams may feel limited by not being allowed to choose the sprint length, as well as by the use of pre-planning meetings [21]. However, little knowledge exists regarding the potential negative impacts of limited team autonomy in large-scale agile [10], and more studies are therefore needed.

2.4. Levels of team autonomy

In this study, we relied on the Authority Matrix that Hackman [35] developed as a theoretical approach to guide our analyses of changes to team autonomy in large-scale agile. This model describes four levels of team autonomy ranging from manager-led to self-managing, self-designing, and self-governing teams. As can be seen in Table 1, the amount of autonomy that teams are allowed is based on their responsibility and authority in four areas: (1) how to execute tasks, (2) how to monitor and manage work processes and progress, (3) how to design the team and its context, and (4) deciding on the overall direction [35]. A manager-led team is responsible only for decisions concerning how to execute their tasks. A self-managing (or self-organizing) team also monitors and manages work processes. A self-designing team has the authority to design and modify the team, as well as to make decisions regarding other resources (context). A self-governing team also decides on the team’s overall direction. The categories are not distinct types but rather show a continuum reflecting the increasing amounts of authority that teams hold relative to managers [35, 36].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting the overall direction</th>
<th>Designing the team and organizational context</th>
<th>Monitoring and managing work process and progress</th>
<th>Executing team task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager-led unit</td>
<td>Self-managing unit</td>
<td>Self-designed unit</td>
<td>Self-governed unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Levels of team autonomy [20].
According to the Agile Manifesto, agile ASD teams should be allowed to decide how to build the product (i.e., executing tasks and managing work processes and progress), whereas the client decides what to build, thus contributing to setting the team’s overall direction, and management should decide on the team’s design and organizational context [17, 29]. In other words, self-organizing ASD teams commit to selecting and accomplishing their own tasks, as well as organizing themselves. Autonomous ASD teams should therefore be responsible for planning and scheduling their work, as allowing team members to participate in these activities will also increase their commitment to the teams’ plans [33]. As such, autonomous ASD teams can be considered to be self-managing units. In this study, we are interested in understanding how autonomy changes when a large-scale agile framework is implemented. We will therefore return to autonomy levels in the discussion section.

3. Method

This study was based on an exploratory multiple-case study [37] of three cases called Agency, BizBank, and Vehicle that implemented large-scale agile development frameworks. The three cases of Agency, BizBank, and Vehicle were chosen based on a maximum variation approach [37], which involves selecting organizations that show variety in terms of size, business area, and corporate culture. The cases also had some similarities, which was important for the study and made them interesting to investigate. According to Yin [37], a case study research design is useful when “how” and “why” questions are investigated to achieve a rich and in-depth understanding of a phenomenon. Therefore, a case study approach was deemed appropriate in this study, as the purpose was to understand how autonomy is changing in large-scale agile software development. A multiple-case design was also preferred over a single-case design because the conclusions may offer more possibilities for suggesting generalizations [37].

The overall study investigated how inter-team coordination was performed and tailored over time in three organizations with disparate business logistics. The unit of analysis was the 32 to 41 agile teams working in these cases. In all three of the organizations, the studied cases were the first parts of the organization in which SAFe was implemented. Agile ways of working were implemented, but the implementation of SAFe was novel to the organizations. Therefore, the change at each organization was not from a traditional project management approach to SAFe, as the organizations were already mature in agile ways of working. Also, this meant that no previous SAFe experiences existed in the surrounding organizations. Another important factor in the choosing of these organizations was timing. They all began to implement SAFe during the first part of 2017 and could therefore be studied in parallel. This also meant that they had similar external conditions, such as their worldwide economic situation, as they were all studied during the same time span. Therefore, data collected from these three cases were used, and data on the impacts of scaling up agile software development were further analyzed, focusing on the perceived impacts of SAFe on team autonomy.

3.1. Case descriptions

Agency is a pilot project formed by merging teams from two departments at a large government agency into one organization. The pilot project was aimed at discovering best practices for implementing SAFe roles, as well as the practices to be used within the entire organization. The software developed at Agency was web-based services for Swedish citizens. This involved developing backend functionality for administrators, as well as the frontend development of the web interface. The technical environment consisted of both mainframe and modern technical platforms. Teams were responsible for both the development and the operations of the services. Agency consisted of six teams from the start and ended up as nine cooperating teams. Team sizes spanned from four to 12 team members. Although the adoption of agile methods has been slow in the public sector [38], Agency was an early adopter that decided to implement agile ways of working in 2012. After five years of ASD, Agency decided to scale up by implementing the SAFe framework in a pilot project. A core team consisting of department managers and five agile coaches was formed with the purpose of organizing the implementation. The core team decided on all of the roles and oversaw the organizing of teams, which involved re-organizing some teams and team members.

BizBank is a software service development department in one of the largest business banks in Scandinavia. The department developed an in-house software service to manage client fund portfolios for administrators at the bank. This
meant backend functionality and system integration with other financial data services. Integrations with mainframe systems as well as modern technical platforms meant the need for different competencies within the teams. The teams were in charge of both the development and the operations of the developed software. The department grew from six to eight Scrum teams and decided to implement roles and practices based on the SAFe framework. The size of the teams spanned from five to 11 team members. For BizBank, the decision to begin working in an agile way was decided in 2014 when Scrum was implemented in various parts of the organization. In 2017, SAFe was implemented in one department of the bank consisting of five teams.

Vehicle is a department responsible for both the software and hardware development of a significant part of a motor vehicle. The department developed an in-house software platform and services for a motor vehicle. Because the department was also responsible for hardware development, the software platform continuously had to be in sync with changing hardware conditions. Teams were responsible for both the development and the operations of the software, but only for the development of the hardware. The department was first organized into 20 cross-functional teams, and in 2016, it began to implement roles and practices based on the SAFe framework. The 20 teams were organized into three separate units, and team sizes spanned from two to 13 team members. During the SAFe implementation, the department grew organically and ended up having 24 teams during the last visit of data collection. At Vehicle, the organization introduced agile ways of working by forming self-organizing teams in 2013 and decided to implement roles, processes, and practices that SAFe inspired in late 2016. Being a large department of more than 20 teams, it decided to scale up its work processes by forming three units of five to 12 teams each.

3.2. Data collection and analysis

A case study protocol was developed in line with the guidelines for the case study methodology that Yin [37] suggested to prepare for data collection. Semi-structured interviews were the most important source of information and were supplemented with the data collected from participant observations and a survey. Thus, multiple data sources were used for triangulation purposes as shown in Table 1. The general interview guide approach [39], also known as the semi-structured interview, was chosen for two reasons. One reason was to be able to adapt the questions based on the interviewees’ roles and individual experiences. The other reason was that it made sure that the relevant topics were explored. The first draft of the interview guide was based on Heikkilä [40], who investigated teamwork in autonomous teams performing release planning. From this first version, the interview guide was constantly updated based on observations and insights from previous interviews. Appendix A shows a subset of questions from the last version of the interview guide (i.e., the questions most relevant to this study). Data collected through observations consisted of photos and field notes during the 17 visits to the case organization’s premises. The field notes contained several discussions between employees in their daily work. Sentences from the discussions that were related to team autonomy were used as data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Case Agency</th>
<th>Case BizBank</th>
<th>Case Vehicle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of on-site visits</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of observation</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview respondent roles</td>
<td>1 Agile Coach, 1 RTE</td>
<td>1 Agile Coach, 1 RTE, 1</td>
<td>1 Manager, 1 RTE, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Scrum Masters, 2 Developers</td>
<td>Product Owner, 1 Scrum Master, 3 Developers, 1 Software Tester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The on-site visits happened every second or third month and lasted for two to five working days. During these visits, interviews were performed, memoranda from meetings were taken, and a survey was distributed and collected. The survey questionnaire contained four sections of questions regarding teamwork and agile ways of working. Two of the questions used for this study were the following open-ended questions: “What do you consider to be the main benefit of
implementing SAFe in your organization?” and “What do you consider to be the main drawback of working according to SAFe in your organization?” Answers related to team autonomy were used as data in this study.

In total, 28 interviews were performed with key people (such as agile coaches and RTE’s) and team members who gave insights into multiple perspectives of the situation. The duration of the interviews spanned from 45 minutes to one-and-a-half hours. All interviews were recorded based on the participants’ consent, and the first author transcribed them. To ensure the interviewees’ anonymity, the respondents are referred to with role and case names throughout the paper. Data were collected from the beginning of 2017 to the end of 2018.

A thematic analysis method for data analysis was used by following the six steps that Braun and Clarke [41] presented: 1) familiarizing yourself with your data, 2) generating initial codes, 3) searching for themes, 4) reviewing themes, 5) defining and naming themes, and 6) producing the report. Thematic analysis is a method particularly suitable for systematically deriving themes across large amounts of data from different sources [41]. Themes are patterns that are meaningful in relation to the research question. In our case, the themes were related to changes in autonomy in the three organizations. The thematic analyses were conducted following a set of steps [41]. First, the interviews were transcribed and read several times so that we could become familiar with the data. The collected data were imported in NVivo, a tool for qualitative analysis. The next step, to generate initial codes, was performed by identifying patterns of perceived changes to team autonomy in the informants’ answers, observation notes, and answers to open-ended questions in the surveys. To guide our analysis, we used the theoretical lens of change in levels of autonomy [35].

Next, sections were labeled according to these patterns and were clustered into proposed themes. The first author and two other researchers, who also suggested initial themes, performed coding. The proposed themes were then reviewed, compared, and re-organized. The initial themes were then discussed in seminars with other researchers. Finally, we performed a final round of discussions and refining and ended up with six themes: getting a better overview, making better long-term decisions, giving and receiving help, signaling limitations, limited feature choice, and enforced refinement. The themes are presented in the result section.

3.3. Limitations

Inherent to any empirical study, this study has limitations. One such limitation relates to the reliance on interviews as the major data source. For the purpose of improving validity, respondents were chosen based on having enough experience with and knowledge of agile ways of working. Along with a large number of interviews (28), triangulation by observations, meeting memoranda, and a survey helped with reducing the study's bias. For reliability to be ensured, interviews and observation notes were sent to employees so that they could check for errors or omissions.

4. Results

This section presents the six identified themes that describe perceived changes to team autonomy when SAFe was implemented. The themes are: 1) getting a better overview, 2) making better long-term decisions, 3) giving and receiving help, 4) signaling limitations, 5) limited feature choice, and 6) enforced refinement. We describe different areas, benefits, and drawbacks of these changes to team autonomy in detail in the various subsections. The first section, 4.1, presents the perceived overall view of changes to team autonomy.

4.1. Overall view of changes to team autonomy

Most of the interviewees stated that implementing SAFe had increased team autonomy. At Agency, a respondent stated that the organization was moving in the right direction: “There are changes in the organization that employees are more actively involved in now. We have started to move towards more autonomy in the teams” (Agile Coach, Agency). A developer stated, “Team autonomy has been affected a lot…. We didn’t really have autonomous teams, before but we have a real autonomous way of working now” (Developer, BizBank). Most respondents at Vehicle also agreed. A Scrum Master expressed, “I think that we are not as limited as we previously thought…. We’ve got more autonomy, I would say” (Scrum Master, Vehicle). However, an engineer stated it had not changed: “I would say that team autonomy is the same today as it was two years ago, before the implementation” (Release Train Engineer, Vehicle). Several
respondents at BizBank also confirmed this. A Scrum Master said, “No, I don’t think that [we have less autonomy]. I mean, the teams still decide how they do things…. We break down work and decide [on our own]” (Scrum Master, BizBank).

At Agency, when the transformation had been going on for several months, the teams’ resistance to the SAFe implementation decreased because the team members were more actively involved. Surprisingly, the removal of agile coaches at Agency one year into the transformation resulted in increased team autonomy. When the agile coaches were not present, employees at Agency experienced more freedom to act independently and to make decisions regarding how to change their way of working without asking the agile coaches for approval. The teams reported perceiving more autonomy after the coaches had left. Several commented that they thought the agile coaches had enforced routines and processes from SAFe by the book without trying to adapt to the environment at Agency. A respondent stated, “We can work more freely now when we don’t have any ‘method people’ around” (Release Train Engineer, Agency).

Some respondents in all three cases expressed that team autonomy had not been changed following the SAFe implementation. At Agency, a developer expressed, “What can I say about team autonomy? We don’t get to decide much now, as I see it, but we didn’t get to do that before, either…. I don’t think it has changed” (Developer, Agency). A developer at BizBank confirmed the same view by stating the following: “Nothing special. Think we get to decide most things just like before” (Developer, BizBank). Finally, a Scrum Master at Vehicle expressed, “The team has about the same mandate for decision-making now as they had before; no major difference there” (Scrum Master, Vehicle).

To conclude, most of the respondents cited increased team autonomy in general, whereas a few expressed the status quo following the SAFe implementation.

4.2. Getting a better overview

Several respondents expressed that the benefits of implementing a large-scale agile framework included a better overview. This also meant more transparency in the project as well as an understanding of the bigger picture. This was addressed both in interviews and in 22 answers to the open-ended survey questions in all three cases.

At BizBank, one developer explained how the overall understanding increased due to joint planning and joint reviews. She stated, “The knowledge of the whole business has definitely increased. You understand why you do things ... that you are part of a larger whole” (Developer, BizBank). The developers perceived an increase in team autonomy because decisions on the team could now be based on an improved understanding of the overall picture as well as an understanding of what other teams were doing.

At Agency, respondents pointed out that a better overview improved teams’ ability to make better decisions. One informant expressed, “The more we understand the whole and what the users of the system really need, we make better big picture decisions ourselves” (Scrum Master, Agency).

As presented above, several respondents at BizBank did not perceive autonomy to be limited when scaling up. Rather, they perceived that team autonomy remained the same or was even improved. However, some team members seemed to have experienced less personal autonomy. According to one respondent, developers felt forced to participate in meetings, thereby limiting their personal autonomy:

“What has been quite tough for many is the change to be less isolated and having to listen to things in meetings that may not be interesting…. Many [developers] have a hard time with always having to share what they do. Getting everyone to understand the value of being transparent and listening to others all the time is something we struggle with” (Scrum Master, BizBank).

In other words, although some perceived participating in meetings as limiting personal autonomy, the impact on team autonomy offers a better overview, as sharing information makes the given work transparent to other teams.
4.3. Making better long-term decisions

Another area in which autonomy was perceived to have been changed was making decisions on a long-term basis. When one is working according to SAFe, an important practice is a joint planning session called PI planning, where plans are made for a number of future sprints. According to many respondents, planning several months ahead led to better long-term decisions. In addition to being addressed in interviews, this was addressed in 14 answers to the open-ended survey questions in all three cases. Understanding long-term plans for software products acted as feedback for the decisions that the team made. An informant stated: “[Planning] has had a feedback effect on us as a team. We have become very good at being foresighted and make better long-term decisions now” (Scrum Master, Vehicle).

A respondent at Agency stated: “It is easier to make our own decisions in the team now that we know where we are heading” (Scrum Master, Agency). In addition, decisions were more thought through due to this, according to a developer: “More thorough and overall better decisions now because we have a longer perspective than we had before” (Developer, Agency).

In another team at Vehicle, the Scrum Master expressed how he was fortunate to have more explicit long-term goals for his team. This made it easier for the team to be more autonomous when it came to making long-term decisions. He stated, “We know where we are going…. We have a clear picture of ‘we will deliver this in a year.’ There is no one else who writes work packages or features for us. So, we can decide much more ourselves” (Scrum Master, Vehicle).

However, teams at Agency also experienced resistance in making long-term decisions based on the organizational culture. An informant stated: “Whenever someone says that this has been decided, someone will right away ask: ‘Who has approved that?’ It is a culture of finding [one specific] person responsible for each decision” (Agile coach, Agency). The agile coach explained that this was a problem not only due to the organizational culture but also due to the rules and regulations within the organization.

4.4. Giving and receiving help

An area of changed autonomy that was perceived in all three cases was the ability to give and receive help more easily than before. This was brought up in interviews and discussions, as well as in 19 answers to the open-ended survey questions. A respondent at Vehicle said: “We have more autonomy when it comes to receiving help or helping others as well” (Developer, Vehicle). According to a respondent at Agency, this change was due to the previously expressed planning benefits of an improved overview and improved transparency: “They find it easier to help each other now. Before, they did not know what each team did, but now, they know it and can say, ‘We did a similar thing last sprint; come to us, and we can show you’” (Release Train Engineer, Agency). A developer at Vehicle confirmed this view, also pointing to an improved overview as a reason for the change, “It is easier to help out across team boundaries. Before, you didn’t really know what the other teams were doing, so you did not know that you could be helpful” (Developer, Vehicle). In a discussion during a PI planning meeting, a respondent even expressed that this change was a main difference related to team autonomy after the implementation of SAFe: “I don’t know if it [team autonomy] has changed really. Although, it’s evident that it is easier to help out between teams now, but nothing besides that” (Release Train Engineer, Agency).

Without pointing out any specific reason for this change, a respondent highlighted the increase in initiatives for helping other teams: “[It is] much easier to help out between teams. I see how often they take the initiative to ask for help and get help from each other during these two [planning] days” (Agile Coach, Agency). In particular, a recently hired employee pointed out this change as being especially important for the newly hired: “All teams are so helpful; it has been great for us who are fairly new. You only have to say that you do not understand something, and people from other teams have helped us” (Scrum Master, Agency). Helping other teams can often be done by presenting previous solutions. As a developer at BizBank expressed: “I notice that many share and help out more than they did before. Shows their own solutions and such” (Developer, BizBank).
4.5. Signaling limitations

Balancing one’s capacity and workload is a challenge, and a change that the respondents expressed following the implementation of SAFe was the ability to signal limitations. In addition to being expressed in interviews and discussions, this was expressed in three answers to the open-ended survey questions at Vehicle and BizBank. A respondent at BizBank also highlighted an improvement in the ability to signal limitations to support team decisions regarding not adding work: “[It has] really been an improvement to get this whole overview and get managers to actually see what we can do and cannot [do]” (Developer, BizBank).

At Vehicle, a respondent expressed how the joint planning sessions made it easier to show and discuss actual capacity: “One effect that has also come out that I am quite happy with is that it has become a little clearer; it becomes a little easier for us to actually communicate back what we can and cannot do” (Manager, Vehicle). A developer at Vehicle who expressed a benefit of implementing SAFe also confirmed this: “Easy to visualize workload versus resource” (Developer, Vehicle).

Even when management wanted more from the teams, the transparent plans signaled capacity limitations and made it easy for teams to reject unrealistic demands. As one Scrum Master put it: “I think that we are not as limited as we previously thought. One of the things that have made us … that made this planning a little easier was … that we could signal what limitations we had. We’ve got more autonomy, I would say” (Scrum Master, Vehicle).

4.6. Limited feature choice

In all three cases, several respondents felt that implementing SAFe limited their ability to choose which features to implement. In addition to being addressed in respondent interviews, this was addressed in six answers to the open-ended survey questions at Agency and Vehicle. For example, in meetings among Product Owners at Agency, features were divided between teams without involving the Scrum Masters or the developers. The lack of involvement meant that teams did not understand enough about the features before the joint planning sessions took place. As a consequence, both the developers and the Scrum Masters were frustrated, and many of the features decided for the teams at Agency sometimes came as a surprise to the team members. A Scrum Master expressed: “Features appear in the product backlog without the teams knowing about it. It is a pervasive problem. And it should not be that features pop up without us having a clue what it is” (Scrum Master, Agency).

The limitation of choosing features was also put forth in two answers to the open-ended questions. The problem of not having the freedom to choose features was also evident at Vehicle. An informant complained that “[Teams] are getting too detailed requirements…. They are not involved in breaking them down…. [Therefore,] they have a hard time really taking responsibility for [the feature]…. They are already so detailed when they get them” (Release Train Engineer, Vehicle). Another informant confirmed this view at Vehicle: “Before, it was easier to choose whatever feature you wanted to work with…. We don’t get to choose much now. It’s much more dedicated [in advance]” (Developer, Vehicle).

4.7. Enforced refinement

Because SAFe suggests a PI planning horizon of eight to 12 weeks, this means that teams need to understand enough about the upcoming features to be able to plan for such a period. In addition, it means that features need to be refined enough for the teams to understand and estimate them. Several respondents in all three cases explained that this need for understanding forced the teams into a greater amount of refinement than that which was needed before. This was also expressed in six answers to the open-ended survey questions. For example, a respondent at BizBank stated, “We can decide very much on our own, but then, there is the issue of breaking down [features] a lot before planning” (Tester, BizBank). A developer stated: “We are forced into more refinement now than we were before” (Developer, BizBank). Another respondent expressed that even though more refinement was enforced, it was not a big issue: “Autonomy? It hasn’t changed much. Sure, we are forced to do more refinement than we did before, but I don’t see it as a problem” (Developer, BizBank). A few people perceived the refinements as positive, which a developer at BizBank illustrated:
“We don’t just go to planning unprepared. Instead, we have been given a chance to see and refine features before dividing the job [between teams]” (Developer, BizBank).

However, the number of meetings required to agree on the refinements was seen as a major drawback. A developer stated, “We have so many preparatory meetings. They never seem to be satisfied with how much we refine before PI planning” (Developer, BizBank). The view of too many meetings was also expressed at Agency: “We’ve spent way too much time sitting in refinement meetings” (Scrum Master, Agency). At Vehicle, the impact of too much refinement was seen as stressful: “Very much time is spent on refinements, estimates and planning all the time. I think many people are like me and think that it can be quite stressful at times” (Developer, Vehicle).

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the research question How does team autonomy change when a large-scale agile framework is implemented? We used the Authority Matrix that Hackman [35] developed to guide our analyses of changes to team autonomy at different levels. The findings improve our understanding of the detailed impacts of implementing SAFe on team autonomy in large-scale ASD. This study also answers calls for future research on autonomous teams in ASD [5, 22]. Table 2 presents an overview of the changes in the levels of team autonomy for all themes.

Table 2. Changes in autonomy (increases or decreases) compared with Hackman’s levels of autonomy [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of decision making</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Task execution</th>
<th>Process monitoring and management</th>
<th>Designing team and context</th>
<th>Setting overall direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Getting a better overview</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making better long-term decisions</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving and receiving help</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling limitations</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited feature choice</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforced refinement</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A change to team autonomy was that respondents perceived to be getting a better overview. This change was identified in all three cases. Having a shared understanding of the organization’s overall goals and visions is an important key to success [30]. Team members expressed how they had obtained an improved overview of their work and of how their parts were important in the larger context, which enabled them to coordinate their decisions with the overall goals and visions. These findings confirm the importance of shared goals and activities in large-scale ASD [37, 32]. Looking at how a team’s level of autonomy changes based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this theme suggests an increased influence of large-scale ASD on how to monitor and manage work processes and decisions with regard to the overall direction.

Another change to team autonomy that was identified in all three cases was the improved capability of making better long-term decisions. Per the investigation of how the level of team autonomy changed based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this theme suggests an increased influence of large-scale ASD on how to monitor and manage work processes and decisions with regard to the overall direction. The PI planning practice, where several teams perform joint planning for a number of sprints [19], was specifically highlighted as an important practice. With the possibility of longer planning horizons, one could argue that there is a better chance for the team to decide on its own on how to achieve
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these goals. This is consonant with Moe et al. [22], who discovered an increased commitment to their plans by letting teams decide more on their long-term plans and schedules.

A Scrum Master at Vehicle expressed that he or she was fortunate to have clear long-term goals, which was not the case for many other teams at Vehicle. The importance of having long-term goals for the team is highlighted in Šmite et al. [31], for example, but this often seems to be lacking on many teams according to previous research [22, 29].

In contrast to making better long-term decisions, an agile coach at Agency explained that some long-term decisions might be hindered due to an organization’s in-house culture, where top managers need to approve decisions. This finding confirms previous studies on the importance of the company culture when agile is being scaled [20].

Another theme identified in all three cases was the improved capability of giving and receiving help. Team members expressed that the improved overview and the improved transparency due to joint planning with several teams made it easier for them to help other teams. The allocated time for joint planning with several teams made it easier to receive help from other teams as well. Regarding how the team’s level of autonomy changed based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this theme suggests an improved influence on how to execute the tasks and context by helping other teams.

With a better overview from joint planning, teams might be able to see potential problems in their own plans and thereby know in advance that they should seek help. Also, by understanding possible problems for other teams, they might be able to help them out in advance. Moe et al. [22] presented a situation in which team members stated that they shielded their team from externalities, filtering out what they considered to be unnecessary for their team to take part in. In these three investigated cases, the teams instead reaped the benefits of not shielding their teams by being able to both help and receive help from one another.

Another theme identified in two of the cases, those of Vehicle and BizBank, was an improved capability of signaling limitations. When several teams conduct joint planning together, a high level of transparency of these plans might reveal which teams have too much work planned. The transparent plans therefore allow teams to signal capacity limitations more easily. Being able to signal limitations transparently is important because it might mitigate problems with interfering roles, such as stakeholders stealing resources [33], which is a problem in large-scale ASD [25]. Per the investigation of the level of team autonomy based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this theme suggests an improved influence of large-scale ASD on how to monitor and manage work processes and contexts, as work can be transferred to other teams.

An identified theme expressed in two cases, those of Agency and Vehicle, was limited feature choice. Team members expressed a limitation in choosing what to work with within the various teams. Per the investigation of how the level of team autonomy changed based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this suggests a decrease in autonomy, as a team in this situation becomes limited in terms of deciding the team’s overall direction and context by not being able to have a say in what other teams should work on.

Dividing work between teams is part of deciding how to best accomplish the work in large-scale ASD [42]. At Vehicle, a respondent explained that some features just turned up in the product backlog and were not understood. This confirms the problems presented in Moe et al. [22] regarding higher-level managers defining goals not successfully communicated to the team. Involving teams in planning and goal setting is important because it increases motivation and a sense of meaningfulness [43].

The final theme, identified in all three cases, was enforced refinement. Refinement means that a team is involved in detailing the requirements for a specific feature together with product owners, product managers, or other stakeholders. Some employees felt that always attending refinement meetings was a struggle. They felt forced to comply despite not wanting to, which limited their autonomy. Regarding how the level of autonomy changed based on Hackman’s [35] four areas, this suggests that a team becomes limited in terms of how to execute its tasks and how to monitor and manage work processes. This theme has a clear connection with the theme mentioned above concerning the limited possibility of choosing features. By conducting more refinement before each planning session with a specific set of features, a team was considered to be responsible for working with the features due to having gained more insights into
them. At BizBank, however, a respondent did not view the increased refinement as something negative. Rather, it was seen as an improved routine for preplanning, and it did not limit the possibility of choosing features.

5.1 Theoretical contributions

The findings from this study give us more detailed insights into the various levels of team autonomy that are affected when a large-scale agile framework is implemented. Previous research on the impacts on team autonomy in ASD, such as added roles leading to less autonomy [28], has not offered details into the areas of team autonomy that are being affected. An important theoretical contribution of this study is the detailed impacts on changes to team autonomy. This study suggests that all levels of autonomy are affected, and team autonomy is both increased and decreased in different areas of decision-making for agile teams.

The themes of limited feature choice and enforced refinement show a perceived decrease in team autonomy. However, these limitations in what to work with for the teams also create clarity regarding upcoming work for the teams. As Hoda and Murugesan [29] explain, a lack of clarity is an important problem with potentially cascading negative effects, such as possible rework. Previous research shows the importance of long-term clarity [31, 32], so perhaps these negative impacts on team autonomy are an acceptable price to pay to reap the benefits of a clear, shared plan. The notion that some level of autonomy must be sacrificed [4] makes sense in large-scale ASD because shared goals and visions are needed for effective coordination [30, 31, 32].

5.2 Practical implications

As described in the three themes of making better long-term decisions, giving and receiving help, and signaling limitations, the joint planning practice, PI planning, was viewed as important for these perceived positive changes to team autonomy. Dingsøyr et al. [28] found that added roles intended to clarify requirements and technical direction lead to less autonomy on teams, but they are necessary due to the possible impacts of a lack of clarity as found in Hoda and Murugesan [29]. This study suggests that a joint planning practice could mitigate the problem of a lack of clarity. Based on this, added roles might not be as important, or at the very least, they should not have as much of an influence on team decisions.

Along with a lack of clarity, another thing that these findings show is that a joint planning session might mitigate the problems of teams working in silos. Dickert et al. [1] present the problem of teams operating with differing priorities and agendas, and Moe et al. [22] explain how some teams shielded themselves [22]. The findings from this study instead suggest that teams are able to coordinate priorities as well as give and receive help due to joint planning. Strode et al. [24] present the importance of a synchronization strategy and suggest project synchronization once per project, as well as iteration synchronization once per sprint. These findings show the importance of implementing medium-range planning, planning a number of sprints ahead, per the theory of coordination [24] in large-scale ASD. Understanding the great importance and thereby possible benefits of the PI planning practice is an important practical contribution of this study when SAFe is implemented in an organization. For practitioners, we think this paper illustrates the importance of joint planning as well as a shared understanding of goals. The findings also put forth the importance of medium-range planning per the coordination theory in large-scale ASD.

6. Conclusion

This study presents several changes to team autonomy when a large-scale agile framework is implemented. Four identified themes showed changes that were perceived to increase the levels of team autonomy. First, teams experienced the benefits of getting a better overview; which suggests an increased influence on how to monitor and manage work processes and decisions with regard to the team’s overall direction. Second, teams perceived an improved possibility of making better long-term decisions, which also suggests an increased influence on how to monitor and manage work processes and decisions with regard to the team’s overall direction. The increased transparency and long-term planning might be reasons for this change. A better overview and increased transparency might also explain why many employees found that giving and receiving help was easier. This impact shows an improved influence of large-scale
ASD on how to execute the tasks and context by helping other teams. A practice that was specifically highlighted was the joint planning session, PI planning, which gave teams the capability of signaling limitations of capacity more clearly. When several teams planned and shared plans, a high level of transparency revealed which teams had too much work planned for themselves. This might improve the influence on how to monitor and manage work processes and contexts, as work can be transferred to other teams. Two themes were perceived to decrease different levels of team autonomy. One theme, supporting previous studies, was that teams experienced limited feature choice. With several teams needing to be coordinated toward a common goal, every team will not be able to choose freely. This suggests a decrease in autonomy because a team becomes limited with regard to deciding the team’s overall direction and context. The last identified theme was enforced refinements, which suggests that the team becomes limited with regard to how to execute its tasks as well as monitor and manage work processes. The enforced refinement might also be a possible reason for the previously mentioned limited choice of features. With a certain team appointed for refining a set of features, the same team was often considered in advance to be responsible for the refined features.

For future work, an area mentioned in the discussion section is the differing views on enforced refinement, where some experienced them as a limitation when it came to team autonomy, whereas others expressed the associated benefit of better understanding upcoming features. These diverse experiences call for further research into the impacts of enforced refinement on team autonomy. Furthermore, some employees reported that the implementation of SAFe involved an increase in the amount of time spent in meetings. The high number of meetings was perceived as limiting personal autonomy, and the excessive meeting time was viewed as irrelevant for their work. When one is following large-scale frameworks, how to balance the need for coordination and transparency across teams with the need for teams to do focused work is worth investigating.
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Appendix A. Interview protocol questions.

What is your role?
What does your team do?
How long have you been working here?
How long have you been working in an agile way?

Have you received any education/training for agile ways of working? If so, what was it?

How do you experience the introduction of large-scale agile processes in your organization?

- What has been difficult?
- What has been simple (easier than you thought it would be)?
- Has the introduction of large-scale processes had the impact you expected?
- Has it had any negative effects?

Describe how different forms of coordination are performed:

- PI Planning
- Scrum of Scrums
- Usage of the Program Board
- Communities of Practice

Has autonomy in your/each team changed? If so, in what way?

- In what areas do you have more control?
- In what areas do you have less control?

What do you think you could do (change) to increase autonomy for each group while still managing coordination effectively?
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